Abstract-Synchronous reluctance machines, including the permanent magnet assisted variants are competitive motor topologies if the application requires high efficiency and a cost effective solution with a high flux weakening capability. However, increasing speeds incur challenging design and development decisions, in order to find an optimal solution between the machine performance and its structural integrity. In this paper, a comprehensive design procedure for such machines is presented, where a 5kW, 80000 rpm synchronous reluctance machine is considered. The proposed strategy consists of a two-step procedure in which the electromagnetic and structural designs have been properly decoupled dividing the design space in two subsets. Each subset mainly affects the electromagnetic or the structural performances. Several structural design optimizations have been performed with the aim of finding the optimal trade-off between the rotor geometrical complexity (i.e. computational time) and the electromagnetic performance. The results shown in this paper validate the proposed design strategy which can be used as general guidelines on the structural design of synchronous reluctance machines.
I. INTRODUCTION
Synchronous reluctance (SyR) machines are currently experiencing a revamped industrial interest mainly because when compared to the more common induction machines (IM), they can achieve considerable volume reduction and/or an improvement in operational efficiency [1] . Along with the higher efficiency, high transient overload capability [2] , simple rotor construction and no need of rare earth permanent magnets are the other main advantages of SyR machines which make them a low cost alternative. On the other hand, high torque ripple, low power factor and a slightly reduced flux weakening range (compared to an IM drive having the same converter kVA rating) are its main disadvantages. The transversal laminated SyR machine with multiple flux barriers has been extensively studied since the 1990s [3] . In particular considerable research has been focused on torque ripple minimization and on maximization of the saliency ratio [4] . A number of different techniques for torque ripple minimisation have been developed, including rotor skewing, an appropriate choice of the airgap positions and the number of flux barriers with respect to the number of stator slots [5] . Other techniques address optimization of the flux barrier and end-barrier geometries [6] . Considerable improvements especially related to the power factor and the flux weakening capability can be achieved by the PM-assisted variant (PMaSyR) where low energy density PMs are inserted in the rotor flux barriers [7] . These machine topologies, if properly designed, can achieve a wide constant power speed range. However, as speed increases, significant effort is required to achieve a good trade-off between the electromagnetic performance and the rotor structural integrity. The latter is practically dependent on the so-called iron bridges, which can be observed in Fig. 1 . If these bridges are made to be wider for the sake of the rotor robustness at high speed, then this comes at the cost of a reduction in torque and power factor. Traditionally, all the above has significantly limited the use of SyR and PMaSyR machines for applications operating in medium to high speed ranges. However the ever increasing availability of new electrical steel materials, specifically designed to meet the higher demand in yield strength with minimum effect on the electromagnetic characteristics, has encouraged the research community to invest more in the concept of applying SyR machines in high speed applications [8] . When compared to other high speed machine topologies, mainly PM synchronous machines (PMSM), IMs and switched reluctance (SR) machines, the high speed SyR machine (HS-SyR) has the following benefits. They do not require any rotor retaining system which make the rotor construction more complex and increase the rotor losses, they reduce the risk of uncontrolled voltage operation in case of inverter fault and they still exhibit high efficiency and torque density without the need of using rare earth permanent magnets. In order to achieve good HS-SyR designs, able to satisfy the performance and rotor integrity requirements, several multiphysics design approaches have been proposed [8] , [9] . It has also been shown [10] that dividing the design procedure in two steps, i.e. the electromagnetic design followed by a proper mechanical design, is a very effective design approach both from computational effort point of view and performance of the final design. Considering that the electromagnetic design and analysis of SyR machines had been extensively covered in other works, then this paper is mainly focused on the structural design aspects. Several attempts [11] , [12] have been made in order to identify guidelines and analytical rules to design the iron bridge dimensions. The most common [11] is able to estimate the total iron bridge per flux barrier; however this strongly depends on the rotor geometry under consideration (end barrier geometry, fillet radii of the barrier corners, etc.). This analytical formulation therefore necessitates the use of safety factors that have to be preliminary identified by finite element (FE) analysis or by utilising the designer experience. Also, such analytical model cannot predict the optimal spatial distribution of the estimated total bridge, i.e. subdivision between tangential and radial ribs and the positions of the latter along the flux barrier. The aforementioned model is thus usually used to initially estimate the total iron bridge dimensions but a structural FE design stage is always needed to verify the initial guess and individuate its optimal spatial redistribution [8] . Regarding the latter, in [13] it has been shown that the position of the radial ribs play a key role in the minimization of the maximum von Mises stress. However such results are obtained by means of a parametric study which obviously does not take into account the interaction of all rotor parameters on the structural performances. Considering all the above, it can be deduced that the major issues in the rotor structural design of HS-SyR machines are the high number of geometrical degrees of freedom (GDOF ) and the lack of an accurate analytical model. Thus, in this work a stochastic optimization algorithm (OA) coupled with a structural FE is used to carry out the mechanical design of a 5kW -80000 rpm synchronous reluctance machine. It is important to note that FE-based design by means of OA has the serious drawback of considerable computational burden. This is due to 1) the long FE simulation time needed to evaluate a single rotor candidate and 2) the high number of FE evaluations required by the OA to converge. The first is related with the trade-off between required accuracy (which mainly depends on the FE mesh setting) and to the single FE simulation time. The second depends on the selected OA, the number and type of objective functions and the number of input variables (i.e. geometrical complexity) which defines the research space dimension. In particular the latter constitutes a crucial aspect, therefore this paper deeply investigates the compromise between geometrical complexity, obtainable performance and computational time for a given OA and optimization goal. In the next section the preliminary design choices, the rotor parametrization, the design procedure along with the electromagnetic and structural objectives are presented. Section III outlines the results of the structural design optimizations both neglecting and considering Water cooled -the influence of the rotor-shaft coupling on the mechanical designs. In Section IV, a detailed electromagnetic analysis of the final design is reported while the last section draws the conclusive remarks.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT A. Specifications and preliminary design considerations
The external dimensions of the HS-SyR machine have been imposed by the constraints of the specific application summarized in Table I along with the other main geometrical parameters. The airgap thickness is fixed to the minimum allowed by the bearing manufacturer being the average torque and power factor of a SyR machine monotonically decreasing as the airgap length increases [8] . A distributed winding configuration is obviously chosen to limit the harmonic content of the stator magneto motive force which negatively influences the iron losses and the reluctance torque [14] . The number of poles is set to 4 with the aim of limiting the fundamental frequency. The number of stator slots and the number of rotor flux barriers are tightly related if a good trade-off between average torque, torque ripple, iron losses and rotor construction complexity has to be achieved. A 24 stator slots, 3 flux barriers has been chosen as the best compromise between electromagnetic performance and manufacturing feasibility. Regarding the lamination material, each product available on the market mainly excels in only one of the following features: saturation flux density, specific iron losses and yield strength. For a HS-SyR machine, if the same material is considered for both stator and rotor, its optimal choice requires an appropriate trade-off study comparing laminations having different characteristics [15] . In this case study two different materials for the stator and rotor have been adopted. In particular, the stator is realized using an electrical steel with low specific iron losses (10 W/kg at 1T/400Hz) while for the rotor a high strength lamination material has been adopted. The latter has a yield point of 822 MPa at the expense of an increased specific iron loss (45 W/kg at 1T/400Hz). Starting from the above constraints and choices and considering a rated torque of 0.6 [Nm] and a rated current density of 10 [A/mm 2 ], the main stator parameters have been analytically determined [16] . A lumped parameter thermal network is then been employed in order to verify the thermal limits of the machine. Considering that the scope of this work is the rotor design, then the stator is assumed fixed for the rest of the paper.
B. Rotor parametrization
Different rotor flux barrier parametrizations have been presented in literature [17] , [18] . All of them show that the flux barrier and end barrier geometry play a key role on the torque maximization and torque ripple reduction [19] . It has been shown that increasing the geometrical complexity of the flux barrier profile slightly improve the electromagnetic performances when compared to simpler geometries [18] . However this comes at the cost of a significantly more complex design since the number of rotor parameters describing the barrier increases with the geometrical complexity. Considering all the above, a rotor geometry described by a reduced number of parameters has been selected and this is shown in Fig. 2a . Each flux barrier is made of straight segments and is unequivocally identified by the radial thickness h i , the angular position at the airgap Δα i and a set of iron bridges which have to guarantee the structural integrity at high speed. In particular, except for the most external barrier, all of them include tangential, central and lateral iron ribs T B i , CB i and LB i , and the latter can assume whatever geometrically feasible position P LB i and bending angle ALB i along the straight part of the barrier (Fig. 2b) . Each corner created by the radial posts is rounded with a radius equal to one third of the height of the respective barrier. 
C. Design procedure
The adopted rotor design method of the HS-SyR machine under study consists of a two-step procedure where an electromagnetic design is followed by a proper mechanical design. This strategy is based on the assumption that the design variables can be divided in two subsets, and each of them is separately sequentially identified.
• The first subset contains 6 geometrical parameters, shown in influencing the von Mises stress distribution of the rotor, i.e. all the iron bridge dimensions (T B i , CB i and LB i ), and the position and bending angle of the lateral rib (P LB i and ALB i ). The hypothesis behind this subdivision is the weak impact of the first subset of parameters on the structural performance and of the second subset on the electromagnetic ones. The above procedure is valid only when the considered structural design criterion directly or indirectly leads to the minimization of the iron bridge thicknesses. This design concept has already been validated in [10] , where it has also been shown that, if a FE based design assisted by OA both for structural and electromagnetic aspects is adopted, a substantial reduction of the computational time is achieved.
D. Electromagnetic and structural performance indexes
Regarding the electromagnetic design step, two design approaches can be implemented: the first one analytical estimates the main rotor geometrical parameters and make use of a FEA as refinement stage to take into account the non-linearities and the disregarded aspect of the analytical model; the second one is FE-based design assisted by OA. In both cases, average torque and torque ripple are the most important performance indexes to consider during the rotor design. In this case study, the second approach has been adopted and more details can be found in [10] and are omitted for the sake of brevity.
From a structural design perspective, the lack of an accurate mechanical analytical model and the high number of geometrical degrees of freedom involved in the rotor design has led to the adoption of structural FE-based assisted by OA design approach. The rotor structural integrity at the maximum speed is obviously guaranteed if the maximum von Mises stress experienced in the rotor lies below the yield strength of the lamination material. Consequently during the optimization if the maximum stress exceeds the limit, the rotor candidate has to be penalized. However several combinations of the iron bridge dimensions and distributions can assure the previous essential safety condition, therefore another criterion has to be identified. A possible solution is reported in [10] , where the rotor is designed maximizing the mechanical exploitation of the iron bridges; such criterion is fulfilled if the same maximum stress is measured in each structural rib. By doing so, the thicknesses of the iron bridges are implicitly minimized leading to highest torque possible for a given stress limit. The major drawback of such structural criteria lies on the difficulty of evaluating this objective function and on its high non-linearity which prevents the OA to achieve repeatable results. Another possible structural design criterion can be represented by the minimization of the average total bridge per flux barrier, defined as:
where n is the number of flux barrier (3 in our case study).
The application of such criteria lies on the hypothesis that the decrement of the average torque dT caused by the increment of an iron bridge thickness dB is independent from the real position of the rib's increment. In other words, wherever dB is allocated, such as on the tangential, lateral or central rib and whatever the position of the lateral one is, the loss of the torque dT remains the same. As verified later, the minimization of the average total bridge per flux barrier AT B subject to the constraint on the maximum stress (FE calculated), which have to be lower than 657 MPa (i.e. 80% of the yield strength, 822 MPa), will lead to rotor structures with the highest average torque for a given stress limit.
III. STRUCTURAL DESIGN OPTIMIZATIONS
In this work a differential evolution optimization algorithm has been selected to perform the HS-SyR rotor structural design. This choice comes from a preliminary optimization campaign in which the convergence time and repeatability of the results of the most common stochastic OAs have been compared. This algorithm definitely gives the best results for the objective problem under consideration. The boundaries of the research space are shown in Table II . The lower boundaries of the radial ribs thicknesses (LB i , CB i ) are zero, however they are not inserted in the corresponding barrier if their thickness, generated by the OA, is lower than the minimum iron thickness (0.1 mm). By doing so, only rotor structures that can be easily manufactured are considered during the optimization. As stated in the introduction, in order to evaluate the trade-off between obtainable performance and number of geometrical variables and thus computational time, several rotor geometries showing different degrees of freedom (GDOF ) in terms of iron bridge thicknesses and distributions have been optimized. In particular, five rotors have been considered and each of them is described in the following: 12 GDOF can additionally present a bending angle of the lateral rib ALB i different than zero. Each rotor structure has been optimized carrying out 10 optimization runs in order to evaluate the repeatability of the results. As the GDOF increases, the number of performed functional evaluations has been incremented allowing the algorithm to converge as it will be discussed in the next paragraph. In order to achieve the most accurate result in a reasonable amount of time, the FE settings have been customized with the aim to refine the mesh only in the critical parts of the rotor, i.e. the iron bridge regions. Adopting these settings, the FE evaluation of the von Mises stress distribution needed to extrapolate the maximum stress and the computation of the objective function AT B, requires 8 seconds per rotor (on an Intel Core i7, 3.6 GHz, 16GB RAM).
A. Optimization results
The average total bridge (ATB) evolutions during the optimization of all rotor structures are shown in Fig. 3 . For each considered rotor geometry, the best and the worst runs have been reported. Analysing the optimization evolutions, the following considerations regarding the trade-off between obtainable performance (in this case AT B) and required functional evaluations can be drawn.
• When moving from a 4 to 6 GDOF rotor, it is always possible to achieve a substantial reduction (35-40%) of the AT B even with the same functional evaluations.
• Comparing 6 with 8 GDOF rotors, then to obtain a reduction of 5% or less of the optimization goal, the functional evaluations have to be almost doubled (from 5400 to 10000).
• Going from 8 to 10 GDOF rotors, then to assure an additional improvement of 5% (in the best case), the evaluation calls have to be at least increased by 35%.
• A further increment (35%) of the number of functional evaluations, going from 10 to 12 GDOF rotors will not result in any improvement. It can also be argued that the optimizations of the rotor having 12 GDOF could achieve better performance if the number 
B. Analysis of the optimized rotor geometries
The improvements of the mean torque ΔT (calculated at 4/3 rd the rated current) caused by the reduction of the average total bridge ΔAT B respect to the simplest rotor as function of the GDOF are shown in Fig. 4 . The final results of the best and worst optimization runs are reported. Considering the best case scenario for each GDOF , it can be deduced that passing from rotor geometries comprising:
• 4 to 6 GDOF , then the 41% reduction of AT B causes the increment of the mean torque of about 8.6%; • 6 to 8 GDOF , then the additional 5.1% AT B decrement leads to another 1.5% torque improvement; • 8 to 10 GDOF , then the extra 9.8% decrement of the AT B induces the production of 1.8% more torque; • 10 to 12 GDOF , then there is no change in AT B and therefore in the mean torque. Even when considering the worst optimization runs, these considerations are still valid, in fact the improvements of the mean torque is remarkable at the beginning (4 to 6 GDOF ) and tends to weaken as GDOF increases, until it becomes null for the most complicated rotor structure. Table III reports the number of radial bridges (NRB) decreases from 7 to 5. In particular, comparing the rotor with 6 and 8 GDOF , the latter does not have the lateral ribs on the second barrier but it has a bigger tangential bridge T B 2 ; furthermore the dimension of LB 3 is remarkably reduced. These changes simplify the rotor construction, especially in case of small rotor bore diameter, because it is preferable to have a reduce number of iron bridges with a larger thickness than more thinner ribs. However this advantage comes at the price of an increased torque ripple with respect to the initial machine. In fact the torque ripple of the machine without any radial bridges (and all T B i equal to 0.3mm), which is the output of the electromagnetic design stage, is 1.14% (in standard deviation, std). More the tangential bridge thicknesses vary from the initial value (0.3 mm), and/or more they differ respect to each other, more the torque ripple changes, as it is for the rotors with 8 and 12 GDOF (see Table  III ). Differently from the other geometries, the rotors with 8 and 12 GDOF do not have tangential bridge thicknesses which increase from the outermost to the innermost barrier. All the optimized rotor present increasing central and lateral rib widths going from the outermost to the inner most barrier. Analysing the geometry with 10 GDOF , it has to be highlighted that the optimal positions of the lateral iron ribs are at 52% and 65% of the respective barrier lengths. This distribution achieves the best performance in terms of average total bridge and therefore electromagnetic torque. Comparing rotors showing 10 and 12 GDOF , since they have the same AT Bs and so electromagnetic torque, it can be deduced that more than one optimal geometry exists for a given value of average total bridge per flux barrier. This indicates that the solution of the structural optimization problem, as it has been conceived here, for the rotor having 10 and 12 GDOF is not unique. This is also proved by the observation that the optimizations of the rotors with 10 and 12 GDOF are more likely to provide a different final geometry, when compared to the optimizations of the rotors having 4, 6 and 8 GDOF as it is shown in Table IV . The latter reports: 1) the standard deviation of the objective function stdAT B calculated over the 10 results obtained for each rotor, 2) the euclidean distances ED (evaluated considering the design variables) between the farthest and the nearest solution with respect to the average and 3) the difference ΔED between the previous two distances. Even if stdAT B remains quite low for all the 5 sets of optimizations, ΔED, which clearly represents how much different the obtained results are in terms of geometry, is much bigger for the rotor with 10 and 12 GDOF than the others with less degrees of freedom. 
C. Rotor-shaft coupling influence
The results shown in the last section have been obtained by means of structural optimizations which neglect the influence of the rotor-shaft fitting. This is required to guarantee the transmission of the torque and to avoid that the two assembled parts separate from each other at the maximum operating speed [20] . In this case study, the coupling is assured by the wellknown method of interference fit which of course causes an additional stress at the mating surface (called interference or contact pressure). This pressure negatively affects the rotor von Mises stress distribution and so the maximum stress; its influence becomes significant as the maximum operating speed increases. In fact, the contact pressure depends on the interference δ, temperature, dimensions and materials properties of the assembled components. In turn the amount of interference δ, required to avoid the separation of the rotor from the shaft, increases as the maximum speed rises. It is clear that adopting the interference fit, the maximum stress experienced in the rotor will increase, therefore the dimension of the iron bridges have to be redesigned. If such modifications are done manually, the obtained solution might not be optimal anymore. In order to identify the influence on the rotor design due to the interference fit, several structural optimizations have been carried out considering the geometries having 8 and 12 GDOF taking into account the contact pressure. The calculation of the needed interference and the resulting pressure can be done analytically for simple cylindrical parts [20] while it requires a set of FE simulation in case of non-standard geometry. In this study the interference pressure used during the optimizations (kept constant at 50 MPa) has been analytically estimated approximating the rotor as a cylindrical component (i.e. without flux barrier) and then verified by FE for one rotor geometry. Table V reports the iron bridge dimensions and the electromagnetic performance of the optimized rotors while Fig. 6 shows their von Mises stress distributions. In this case, increasing the number of GDOF (from 8 to 12) leads to an improvement in terms of average total bridge per barrier of about 26% which implies an increment of the torque of 6%. Obviously the better electromagnetic performance comes at the price of an increased computational effort. Comparing the final rotors with 8 and 12 GDOF (obtained with and without the interference pressure), it can be noticed that the average total bridge AT B is incremented respectively of 35% and 10% to sustain the interference pressure and keep the maximum stress at the same level. It can be deduced that if the contact pressure is considered during the structural optimization, then the position and the bending angle of the lateral iron ribs (P LB i , ALB i ) play a key role in the reduction of the maximum stress and therefore the minimization of AT B.
IV. PERFORMANCES OF THE FINAL DESIGN
According to the previous analysis, the rotor geometry with 12 GDOF (optimized considering the rotor-shaft coupling by interference fit) shows the best performance. Such machine has been selected and further analysed by means of FEA. In particular, Fig. 7 shows the average and ripple of the torque as function of the current phase angle at different current levels. It is worth to notice that the torque ripple remains below 2% (std, i.e. 7% calculated considering the usual approach) over the whole current range at MTPA conditions. Figure 8 depicts the iron and joule losses and the efficiency as function of the current amplitude for the two different speeds. The efficiency (calculated considering also the windage and the AC copper losses) is above 95% at the rated current (15 A pk ) for both considered speeds. In order to validate all the above, a prototype of the selected rotor has been developed, as shown in Fig. 9 , and it is currently under testing on an instrumented test-rig. V. CONCLUSIONS This paper presents a comprehensive study on the rotor design of high speed synchronous reluctance machine. A two steps design procedure has been proposed and implemented, where first the electromagnetic design is carried out considering a subset of the rotor geometrical parameters then the structural design is performed on the remaining variables. Being the electromagnetic design already extensively studied in literature, this work has focused on the structural design addressed by means of stochastic optimization coupled with structural finite element analysis. It has been shown that the minimization of the average total bridge per flux barrier subject to the constraint on the maximum stress leads to rotor structure with the highest average torque. With the aim of evaluating the trade-off between performance and number of geometrical variables (so computational time), several rotor geometries showing different degrees of freedom (GDOF ) in terms of iron bridge thicknesses and distributions have been optimized with and without the rotor shaft coupling influence. Neglecting the interference pressure during the design, as it is normally done in low-medium speed range application, the following conclusion can be drawn.
• As the geometrical complexity grows, the improvements of the mean torque is remarkable at the beginning (from 4 to 6 GDOF ), then tends to weaken (from 6 to 10 GDOF ) until it becomes null for the most complicated rotor structure.
• The best compromise between obtainable performance and required computational time is achieved when adopting the geometry with 6 GDOF . The latter is obtained optimizing a unique tangential bridge width (common to all barriers), the widths of the lateral and central ribs (which can be different for all barriers), and considering fixed the position and the bending angle of the lateral bridges.
• Adding only the possibility of having different tangential bridge widths (i.e. adopting the 8 GDOF rotor) allows reducing the number of radial iron bridges. This can make the rotor manufacturing easier especially in case of small rotor diameter.
• The highest electromagnetic torque is achieved when the positions of the lateral bridges are also included in the structural optimization (i.e. adopting the rotor with 10 GDOF ).
• If the positions and the bending angles of the lateral ribs are considered during the structural design, for a given average total bridge corresponds more than one rotor geometry. Consequently the solution of the structural optimization problem, as it has been conceived here, is not anymore unique.
When the interference pressure is considered during the structural optimization (e.g. high speed applications):
• as GDOF rises, the average total bridge decreases, therefore better performance can be obtained at the cost of an increased computational effort; • the position and the bending angle of the lateral iron ribs play a fundamental role in the reduction of the maximum stress and so in the minimization of AT B. 
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